Matt, our video game guy, gets his hands on a SUPER new title.

MATT'S VERDICT:
One of the best LEGO Video Games ever with some amazing new features!

SAVE THE DAY WITH LEGO® THE INCREDIBLES!
Matt, our video game guy, gets his hands on a SUPER new title.

2 INCREDIBLE FILMS, 1 INCREDIBLE GAME!
You get six full levels that follow the new storyline. Then you unlock SIX MORE and the chance to play through the original movie in full!

FAMILY TEAMWORK!
There are 100+ characters to play through, but the focus here is on the Parr family. You'll need to use the five supers together to complete the Family Builds and defeat the Super Villains.

SUPER-ABILITIES!
In the video game, Dash has super speed, Bob has super strength, Violet has psionic abilities, Mrs. Incredible has stretching abilities and Jack-Jack can shapeshift.

MIGHTY MATCH-UP!
Match the scrambled names of these supers and villains from the LEGO® The Incredibles Video Game with the unscrambled version! We've done the first one to get you started.

1. Demure Thinner
2. Zen Roof
3. Mend Rosy
4. Bag Boy Move
5. Did in Room

Syndrome
Omnidroid
Frozone
The Underminer
Bomb Voyage

Answer on page 27.

SUPER POWER YOUR GAMEPLAY!
ENTER THIS CODE IN-GAME FOR A MYSTERY REWARD!
8N5GX4

OPEN-WORLD ACTION!
In this latest LEGO® Video Game, the level districts are open-world, giving you more adventures and more room to explore! You'll have districts to patrol, crimes to foil and super-villain bosses to bring down.
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Max here… with my new buddy Cliff!
Get ready for a travel adventure in this issue!
Along with a great LEGO® Star Wars comic, fun with LEGO® NINJAGO®, LEGO Friends and more, you’ll find special pages in this issue devoted to fans like you from around the globe.

WHAT PLACES WILL YOU BE VISITING THIS SEASON?
BUILD YOUR OWN MINIFIGURE TRAVEL BUDDY AND PHOTOGRAPH THEM ON YOUR ADVENTURES! MAKE SURE TO SHARE IT IN THE #INREALLIFE GROUP IN THE LEGO® LIFE APP.

IN THIS ISSUE:
Adventures with Han Solo™ | pg. 4
LEGO® Minecraft™ mayhem | pg. 8
Garmadon is back! | pg. 9
LEGO® Jurassic World™: Fallen Kingdom | pg. 14

Hey! Just got back from my trip and took lots of sightseeing photos, check them out!

What --?

Do all dogs photobomb?

Personally, I think they look better this way.

PO Box 1138
Enfield, CT 06082
For questions about your membership visit LEGO.com/service or call 1-877-518-5346
That's one fast ship.

Whoa!

Rooagh-ruh!

Hey, I heard that!

No way, Chewie. I'm telling you, that was Lando.

Sir! That's Han Solo!

...the registration says it's the "Millennium Falcon".

Solo is wanted by the Empire. Pursue and destroy that starship!

Meanwhile, aboard the Falcon...

No way, Chewie. I'm telling you, that was Lando.

Hey, I heard that!

Rooagh-ruh!
I think I've spotted somewhere we can hide…

Get to the cannon, Lando. I'll try to lose 'em.

That ASTEROID FIELD!

I'm on it!

Whoa! Who's shooting at us out there?!

I think I've spotted somewhere we can hide...

That ASTEROID FIELD!
WROOOAH!

Yeah, yeah. Glad there’s nobody here to tell us the odds of making it through in one piece.

This guy’s good.
But not as good as me!

Huh…

WARRUFF!

Where’d that TIE Fighter go?

Hidden among the asteroids, an Exogorth discovers a surprise TIE Fighter snack!

END

© & ™ Lucasfilm Ltd.
RULE THE SKIES!
Put the FUN in Functions!

BUILDING LOG: DAY 1
Hector here – I just finished building one of my fave LEGO® NINJAGO® sets: Stormbringer the Lightning Dragon. It’s awesome, but I wanna upgrade it! My dad just got me the new LEGO BOOST Creative Toolbox, so I’m going to use it to power Stormbringer. I’ve never coded before, but the instructions are easy, so I’ll figure it out fast!

BUILDING LOG: DAY 2
I added some awesome moving functions to the head and neck by arranging the code blocks in a sequence. Now I can move my dragon around to aim the flick missiles in the mouth!

BUILDING LOG: DAY 3
YES!! I did it!!! :) I finished coding my Dragon with BOOST. Now it can swing the tail back and forth AND walk on command using my phone! This is the best creation I’ve built in a while. Now, what other models should I add BOOST to, and make them move…?

NEED:
1. BRICKS
2. BOOST
3. COOKIES (for a snack)

Take the hilarious new LEGO® BOOST Dragon Poll in the LEGO Life App today, by logging on and going to the #Polls group!

What Would You Make Your Dragon Do?
Steve must make his way through the mysterious Nether portal and brave the fiery terrain in search of gear and resources he can use. But watch out, the baby zombie pigman and fire-spewing ghast are waiting to ambush him.

Can you help Steve get what he needs and escape?

- Blaze rod
- Mushroom
- Red Potion
- Nether quartz
- Magma block
- Glowstone

For more LEGO® Minecraft™ adventure, check out the #Minecraft group in the LEGO Life app!

© 2018 Mojang AB and Mojang Synergies AB. MINECRAFT is a trademark or registered trademark of Mojang Synergies AB. Answer on page 27.
The ninja raced to the Temple of Resurrection to stop Harumi and the Sons of Garmadon from bringing Lord Garmadon back to life using the Oni masks. But they were too late!

Now the evil Garmadon lives again and nothing will ever be the same...

**BEWARE THE RETURN OF GARMADON!**

The ninja raced to the Temple of Resurrection to stop Harumi and the Sons of Garmadon from bringing Lord Garmadon back to life using the Oni masks. But they were too late! Now the evil Garmadon lives again and nothing will ever be the same...

---

**The Oni Masks**

These three powerful masks, used to resurrect Lord Garmadon, were crafted by all-powerful demons called Oni.

The masks are:

- **The Mask of Deception**
  Gives its wearer the power to move objects with their mind.

- **The Mask of Vengeance**
  Gives its wearer the ability to grow two extra arms.

- **The Mask of Hatred**
  Gives its wearer invincible rock-lava skin.

---

Follow the #NINJAGO group for more adventures in the LEGO Life App!

HE'S BAAACOOOKK!!!
The Guardians of the Galaxy and Iron Man vs. Thanos!
Who will win? Learn about their abilities and powers below, then choose your winner!

The Infinity Gauntlet
Fast facts about the most powerful weapon in the universe!

**Space Stone**
- **Powers:** Generates wormholes for travel to distant places
- **Current Location:** The Space Stone is built into the Tesseract, and is kept safe at Asgard.

**Mind Stone**
- **Powers:** Able to manipulate the minds of others
- **Current Location:** The Mind Stone rests on Vision’s forehead and gives life to the android.

**Power Stone**
- **Powers:** Able to destroy whole civilizations
- **Current Location:** The Power Stone is encased inside an orb and safeguarded by the Nova Corp on planet Xandar.

**Reality Stone**
- **Powers:** Transforms matter
- **Current Location:** The Reality Stone is currently part of The Collector’s Collection.

**Time Stone**
- **Powers:** Able to alter and manipulate time
- **Current Location:** The Time Stone is encased inside the Eye of Agamotto and guarded by the Masters of the Mystic Arts within Kamar-Taj in Nepal.

**Soul Stone**
- **Powers:** Unknown!
- **Current Location:** Unknown!

GUARDIANS’ SHIP
- High powered stud shooters
- Opening cockpit
- Space scooter for surprise attacks!

THANOS
- Thanos’ space sword
- Infinity Gauntlet

THANOS: ULTIMATE BATTLE!

**Iron Man**
- Power Bursts
- Arc Reactor

**Gamora**
- Super human reflexes
- Accelerated healing factor

**You Have the Power!**
If you had your own super-powered Infinity Gauntlet, what colors would your six stones be, and what kind of powers would they have? Draw or color them in here!
Uh-oh! It looks like the Galactic Empire is looking for our two favorite heroes from a galaxy far, far away. Grab a pen and paper and translate the posters using the code key below.

**MOST WANTED!**

**TRANSLATE THE IMPERIAL POSTERS!**

Uh-oh! It looks like the Galactic Empire is looking for our two favorite heroes from a galaxy far, far away. Grab a pen and paper and translate the posters using the code key below.

**MOST WANTED!**

**TRANSLATE THE IMPERIAL POSTERS!**

Uh-oh! It looks like the Galactic Empire is looking for our two favorite heroes from a galaxy far, far away. Grab a pen and paper and translate the posters using the code key below.

**AUREBESH DECODER**

You can use the key below to decode the messages on the posters!

© & ™ Lucasfilm Ltd.

Answer on page 27.

BUILDABLE FIGURES
The LEGO® Creator Modular Skate House is a hot spot for extreme sports, cool video games and rugged rock climbing!

Check out the action-packed true or false trivia on this page and see how many you can get right!

Answer on page 27.

1. Skateboarding was originally called “sidewalk surfing.”
   □ True □ False

2. Rock climbing became a sport in England in the 1600s.
   □ True □ False

3. The first modern skateboarding trick was introduced by Alan Ollie Gelfand, and is now popularly known as the Ollie.
   □ True □ False

4. The first video game was invented in 1958.
   □ True □ False

Roll over to the #Creator group in the LEGO® Life App and join the LEGO Skateboard Decorate Challenge!
STOP NOCTURA!
SAVE THE
GUARDIAN
CREATURES!

Can Emily and Lumia stop her in time?

Emily and Lumia the wolf are fighting to stop Noctura from using her laboratory to create more evil bats to kidnap the Guardian Creatures!

Find the names of all the characters in the word search below!

AZARI    E M I L Y    L U M I A    M Y Z O    N O C T U R A    P H Y L L

Join me in the LEGO® Life App to follow more of my adventures!

Answer on page 27.
RACE FOR THE GOLD!

Find the nuggets before it's too late.
The LEGO® City miners are hard at work digging for gold. But there are some dangerous glow-in-the-dark spiders hiding underground and they don't like people churning up the earth where they live. Can you help find the 10 gold nuggets on this page before the spiders chase the miners away?

Answer on page 27.

Fool's Gold, or Real Gold? Take the LEGO® City Golden Quiz Challenge to find out! Dig it up by following the #City group in the LEGO Life app!
**BUILT TO WIN!**

Meet the Ferrari 488 GT3!

Introduced in 2016, the Ferrari 488 GT3 is a road-going racecar designed for endurance driving. It competes in races around the world, where speed and durability are the keys to victory. This LEGO® version captures the sleek aerodynamics and eye-catching style of this famous racer.

**CAR:** Ferrari 488 GT3  
**ENGINE:** Ferrari F154CB 3.9 L Turbo V8  
**TOP SPEED:** 205 mph (est.)  
**0-60 mi (EST.):** 3 sec (est.)

The highest power and torque output of any Ferrari ever!

---

**Ferrari 250 GTO**

A major aerodynamic advance and one of the top sports cars of the 1960s. Just 30 of these cars were built, making each one priceless!

**Ferrari 312 T4**

This open-wheeled racer won both the driver and constructor world championships in 1979! The extra downforce provided by its interchangeable wing was a game changer.

**Ferrari 488 GTE**

The racing version of Ferrari's 2015 supercar of the year, a winner all over the world right now!

---

**DUDE, WHERE'S MY STUFF?**

Ferrari loves visitors, but some prankster has come in and hidden a bunch of stuff. Can you find these objects and get everyone back on track?

- CAMERA  
- DRILL  
- WHEEL BRACE  
- SPANNER  
- OIL CAN  
- WRENCH

---

Produced under license of Ferrari S.p.A. The name FERRARI, the PRANCING HORSE device, all associated logos and distinctive designs are property of Ferrari S.p.A. The body designs of the Ferrari cars are protected as Ferrari S.p.A. property under design, trademark and trade dress regulations.
COOL CREATIONS

Check out these awesome models made by kids like you from all around the world!
Share what you’ve been building! Find out how you can send in your photo by going to LEGO.com/life and selecting ‘Magazine’. It’s easy and fun, and maybe your Cool Creation could appear in a future issue of this magazine!

- Hotel of LEGO® City
  Lysea, 10 and Lucas, 9, France

- Axl’s Stone House
  Flob, 7, Belgium

- Bricksmas Village
  Ayla, 7, Canada

- Pirate Ship
  Austin, United States

- Iceplanet Hoth™
  Sixten, 9, Sweden

Cowboy Mine
Jan, 7, Poland
You can also share your creations in the LEGO® Life app and see how many likes you get!

**Big City Life**
Dean, 7, Germany

**Pirate Ship**
Fimme, 6, The Netherlands

**Nice Flyer**
Henrique, 6, Denmark

**Confectionary In Heartlake City**
Manon, 9, France

**Racing Sports Car**
Hamish, 5, New Zealand

**Police Station**
Rafael, 9 and Noah, 6, Germany

**Zoo**
Astrid, 8, Denmark

**Awesome Hotel**
Samuel, 10 and Alina, 8, United Kingdom

**Chase for the Nexo Power Robbers**
Patryk, 9, Poland

**You can also share your creations in the LEGO® Life app and see how many likes you get!**
LEGO® MODELS GO GLOBAL!

LEGO® models of world landmarks and other famous places have been around for years. We’ve collected some of these international creations on these pages to help inspire your LEGO building (and your travel plans)!

You can see these two amazing builds in the largest LEGO store in London’s Leicester Square! This replica of Big Ben above is made of over 344,000 bricks!

Travel broadens the mind... unless you travel to the doughnut shop, when it broadens the stomach! This shot was taken in California!

My friends and I travelled to Australia to race our new rival Vicky, plus, I got to test the new dust-destroying windshield wipers I installed on the Service and Care Truck! Follow our adventures in the LEGO Life app!

LEGO® Friends Olivia

LEGO®®
LEGO Star Wars X-wing Starfighter™ Model Fun Facts:
- 5,335,200 LEGO bricks
- Weighs over 45,979 LBS
- 32 builders spent 17,336 hours building it!

Nathan Sawaya is famous for using LEGO® bricks to create rare and unique works of art. We’re featuring these pieces from his show “The Art of the Brick.”

Photos courtesy of Brickartist.com

Legoland® Japan

Legoland® Denmark

Any pole in the world!
Here we are, out for a “Mini” hike in the hot California sun!

Amazing! Paulin, 5, from France, built this world map with his dad!

Hey Max!
Love your haircut, but I think you look best in your real hair. If you remember I’m following the LEGO NINJAGO ad. I have seen seasons 1-6 and the LEGO NINJAGO MOVIE. I have a cool Lloyd from the movie alarm clock. And I love it! I heard you’re catching crooks with The LEGO City Police. Is it hard? I bet it is. Who are you catching? Have you caught any yet? I hope so. Hey can you show me a quick build of the Temple of the Ultimate Ultimate Weapon in the LEGO Life Magazine? Thanks!

Your fan,
Taylor

PS. Thanks for the magazines.

Hi Taylor!
Thanks for the compliment! Maybe I’ll just change my shirt next time, lol. It’s hard to catch crooks with the LEGO City Police. The only thing I’ve caught so far is one of the K-9 puppies who accidentally escaped during a training exercise. 😅

I LOVED THE LEGO NINJAGO MOVIE too. I’m really happy you had fun watching it. Here’s a picture of the Temple of the Ultimate Ultimate Weapon. Hope you like it!

In bricks,

MAX

P.S. You’re welcome!
P.P.S. Lloyd says hi!!!

Great Job Emma!

age 7, United States
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WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU!

Send us:

- A letter to Max!
- A drawing or painting
- Any LEGO® questions
- Your funny jokes!

Write to LEGO Life by sending us an email - go to LEGO.com/life and select 'Magazine' to read how!
Customize your race kart, complete the challenges, and win the day!

READY, SET, RACE!

Now that you have your car and your uniform, it’s time to race! Make it through the race first to win the trophy!

BRICK MY RIDE!
Before you race, you must get ready! Customize your vehicle by checking off 3 of the available vehicle upgrades, and then design your favorite racing uniform here on the right.

- Auto-Pilot
- Super Speed Engine
- Extra Wide Wheels
- Extra Fuel Tank
- Sweet Paint Job
- Fun Loving

With a need for speed and a taste for cupcakes!

A talented racecar driver...wears a red helmet...

Bold, brave racer...loves to work on her car when she’s not hiking!

Fun loving fitness enthusiast...

A talented racecar driver...might be the best in the world...
NAME YOUR DREAM DINER!

The Drifting Diner is named after the way racecars “drift” when steering around a sharp curve. If you had a restaurant, what would you name it? Pick one word or phrase from each column below to come up with funny combinations for your imaginary restaurant. You can also use your LEGO® bricks to build what you think it would look like!

LAST CHANCE
SALTY
THE BIG
THE SMELLY
BUCKET OF
RACING

LUNCH
SNACKS AND STUFF
HOTDOG HEAVEN
CAFE
SOUP SPOON
BREAKFAST

_________________________________________________________
Write your restaurant name here!

Join the Racing Theme Building Challenge in the LEGO® Life App!
The LEGO® Technic™ Rally Car is revved up and ready to torch the track! Find out more about this awesome racer here, then challenge the puzzle below.

- Working steering for tight turns
- V6 engine with moving pistons
- Front and back suspension
- Road gripping tires
- Rear spoiler for aerodynamics
- Sporty bodywork covered with rally stickers
- 2-fan engine cooling system
- Rebuilds into a Buggy for double the racing action!
- 4 Spot lamps

Go to the #Technic group in the LEGO Life App and join the LEGO Rally Car Building Challenge. On your marks, get set, GO!

RALLY CAR WORD SEARCH!
Can you find the words related to racing hidden in the puzzle below?

PISTON
RALLY
SPOILER
SPEED
SHOCKS
TURBO
ENGINE
TIRES

Answer on page 27.
**LEGO TV WATCH NOW!**

Great LEGO videos ALL the time! Get LEGO TV now and check out your favorite brick clips and find LOTS of funny, silly, action-packed minifigure videos you can watch again and again.

Download the app on your TV, tablet or phone. It's free!

**UNIKITTY'S KINGDOM CHARACTERS!**

Guess who's who! Match each character to their description.

1. She's a super genius scientist who likes to save the day with her tech inventions!
2. This energetic character is ready for anything as long as he gets to hang out with his sister Unikitty™.
3. He's a bad guy who's a jerk, and frowns a lot.
4. She's the star of the show, and an enthusiastic, loveable princess!
5. Cool, calm, and collected, this serious character is Unikitty's butler.
6. Big, slow, and laid-back, this relaxed dude just wants to chill.

**LEGO® TV WATCH NOW!**